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Equity Market Review  

 
Conflict in the Middle East and the earthquake-tsunami disaster in Japan caused turbulence in the equity markets and 
sent oil prices soaring in March. Most regional markets except Japan (-8.6%) have recovered to the pre-Japan tsunami 
level by end of March but the sentiment remained cautious due to worries that the Libyan unrest could turn out to be a 
full-blown revolution and affect other oil-rich countries in MENA.  
 
The US market moved higher (+0.8%) despite global geopolitical and economic worries, and mixed economic news. 
The CBOE Volatility Index had eased substantially by end-March compared to the point when the Japanese stock 
market fell 20% intra-day caused by extreme nervousness that many companies may face huge losses after the strong 
earthquake and colossal tsunami flooding. The Japanese government estimated the cost of reconstruction could reach 
US$309bn. 
 
The FBM KLCI seems to have shown some resilience (+3.6% in March) as its fall was rather mild when Asian markets 
tumbled. Perhaps investors are expecting the general elections to follow soon after the Sarawak state elections in mid 
April and they do not expect any major negative announcement that could dampen market sentiment. Still, analysts 
have turned slightly cautious and are recommending defensive stocks with good dividend yield. Average daily traded 
volumes eased to 1,253m during the month compared to 1,934m in Feb but it was higher than the preceding 12 months’ 
average of 1,110m. The broader FBM Emas index gained slightly more, by 3.9%, for the month. 
 

 

100% financing for first time home buyers, 70% for third loan 

 

The PM recently launched the “My First Home Scheme” which are targeted at Malaysians earning RM3,000 or less and 
buying houses for the first time. Only houses costing RM100,000 to RM220,000 are eligible and purchasers will be 
able to obtain 100% financing for a loan repayment period of up to 30 years. This scheme is expected to benefit 
property developers such as Hua Yang Bhd, YNH Property and LBS Bina Group which are focusing on the lower to 
mid-range properties. Typically these projects are outside the Klang Valley where properties are more affordable. 
However, there is concern that the take-up rate for the scheme may not be high, as those earning the salary of RM3,000 
or below may not be able to afford to service the monthly installments. Meanwhile the government announced a 70% 
loan-to-value (LTV) cap on loans for third or more home loans to deter speculation in the property market.  
 
 
Mild tightening on credit cards and SRR hike 

 

The Government has introduced more measures to slash household debt. Household debt increased by 12% YoY to 
RM486bn for 2010 which accounted for 55% of total loans given out. Bank Negara announced a further tightening on 
credit card usage (previous measure involves the payment of a RM50 annual service tax).  Applicants are now required 
to have a minimum income of RM24,000/year (from RM18,000/year). Cardholders earnings less than RM36,000/year 
are now only allowed a maximum of 2 cards, with a maximum credit limit not exceeding 2x monthly income per 
issuer.  A grace period of 2 years will be given to meet the second requirement. 
 
The central bank also raised the statutory reserve requirement (SRR) from 1% to 2%, its first hike since the financial 
crisis, as a pre-emptive measure to curb liquidity and indirectly loan growth. It is estimated that this would reduce bank 
earnings by between 0.3% to 2.3%. There is expectation that the SRR would be ‘normalised’ to 4% within this year. 
With the higher SRRs, stricter credit card issuance and tightening measures on some housing loans, overall loan growth 
for the industry for 2011 is expected to slow. Based on the latest BNM statistics, new loan applications and approvals 
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(MoM) are showing some moderation in February. However, home loans growth for February grew 13.1%YoY, which 
is higher than the entire industry’s 12.8%YoY.  
 
 

Malaysian Economy 

Industrial production softened to +1.0% yoy in January, from +4.5% in December and +4.8% in November. This was 
due to a larger fall in mining output as well as a slowdown in manufacturing production and electricity output during 
the month. The moderation in January’s industrial and manufacturing production indicates that economic growth will 
likely soften further in 1Q 2011. Indeed, we expect real GDP growth to moderate to 4.1% yoy in the 1Q, from +4.8% in 
the 4Q of last year. 
 
While the sharp rise in international commodity & food prices, followed by an increase in crude oil prices threatens to 
derail the global economic recovery, we believe a rebound in the global and Malaysian economies in the 2H of the year 
is still in prospects. As a result, we expect export growth to pick up in 2H 2011. For the full-year, Malaysia’s exports, 
however, will likely slow down to 8.0% in 2011, after a rebound to +9.8% in 2010. 
 
On the local front, domestic demand will likely be resilient in sustaining the country’s economic growth going forward, 
on the back of a sustained increase in consumer and business spending, albeit at a more moderate pace. As a whole, we 
are keeping our real GDP growth forecast unchanged and expect it to normalise to 5.5% in 2011, from +7.2% in 2010. 
 
The headline inflation rate accelerated to 2.9% yoy in February, from +2.4% in January and is the highest in 22 months. 
This was primarily attributed to a faster rise in the prices of food & non alcoholic beverages and the core inflation 
during the month. Going forward, a rise in international food & commodity and crude oil prices is likely to translate 
into higher inflationary pressure in the country. As a whole, we expect inflation to grow at a faster pace of 3.0% in 
2011 but will likely be manageable, compared with +1.7% in 2010. 
 
In addition, we see the risk of a rise in inflation to spill over into a demand-pull situation once domestic demand regains 
its growth momentum and interest rates in the country are still low. Also, the Central Bank has indicated on 23 March 
that the risk of higher inflation needs to be managed and the degree of accommodation in its policy may need to be 
adjusted. As a result, we expect the Central Bank to resume raising interest rates from July 2011 and the OPR will 
likely be raised by 50 basis points in 2H 2011 to bring it to a more neutral level of 3.25%. 
 
We also expect the Central Bank to raise the SRR again by another 1.0 percentage point to 3.0% in its next policy 
meeting on 5 May and it may use additional macro-prudential lending measures in order to send out positive signal that 
the Central Bank is being proactive in managing the monetary conditions. 
 
 

Market Outlook & Investment Strategy  

Uncertainty and volatility continued to plague the investment market as one crisis after another hit the world.  Although 
the severity is not comparable to the FY2008 global financial crisis, such “mini crisis” has affected market sentiments 
in the short-term.  The direct impact of the earthquake cum tsunami in Japan although localised like the MENA turmoil 
do have indirect economic implications on the world.  
 
The equity market has corrected in the 1Q of 2011 on such concerns and on inflation fears.  However, we believe that 
the impact and uncertainty in the MENA countries and Japan should quiet down in a matter of a month or two.  The 
inflation problem is a bit sticky and the biggest fear is high food inflation.  We expect this fear to die down in 3 to 6 
months as governments throughout the world increased the acreage for food production.  Hence, we are still positive on 
equities and deem the current correction as healthy and an opportunity to acquire stocks at lower levels. 
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